
News Transcript  by Kamilka 4C 

Good Morning and welcome to the Sunrise News. 

We are a new news channel that reports battles and other exhilarating events. 

We are live in the studio with Kamilka. 

What an evening it has been for the Iron Man. He has protected us all! 

We all thought that he was a threat, but it turns out he is an idol! 

In Australia, Lily has the details of what turned out to be an astonishing day. 

Thank you Lily, you are right. The Iron Man has won the unbelievable battle against the 

dragon monster! The battle was all about resting on flammable substances until they were 

both white hot. The dragon ogre had to go all the way back out into space and lay onto the 

burning hot sun until he was so far away, he became invisible shiny silver. The challenge was 

so nail biting that nearly the entire world was observing!  

When the brave Iron Man was ready for round three, the space dragon forfeited and 

became our slave. Now the space-bat-angel-dragon is in space singing us an attractive 

sphere tune. It is such a relief that we are all saved because no one could stand to be eaten 

by a mysterious dragon that came out of a  small never moving star. 

We have been lucky enough to speak to the new hero, the Iron Man! 

According to the Iron Man he felt most nervous when he was starting the challenge 

especially when he was being transported (in bits) on an aircraft and then let go.  

He was extremely worried when the men put too much oil into the flames because his ear 

started melting.  

Now, The Iron Man thinks that we should see what the Space-bat –angel-dragon is made 

out of, by experimenting with some of the burnt scraps from his wings. Our hero predicted 

that he would win because he was made out of one of the strongest Iron and all he did was 

think about his own personal strength. He also told us that he was not feeling sympathy for 

that absolutely, positively horrid dragon. 

From being a threat, the Iron Man is now the worlds’ greatest and most powerful hero.                  

Lily has mentioned that now we are all protected and will be until the Iron Man dies, which 

we predict will not be for many years. 

We will be fixing Australia and its building for many days unless the dragon decides to help 

us, to tell us he’s sorry. 

 

If you want to find out more go to our Sunrise News’ website or watch our next news about 

this fortunate occasion in thirty minutes. 

 

 


